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BEAR VALLEY TACTICAL BV-TAC 8 MULTI-TOOL NOW AVAILABLE IN NEW COYOTE TAN   
 

Experience the Premier, American-Crafted Multi-Tool Perfect for Hunting, Outdoor and Survival Use 

 
Bear Valley, Utah - Bear Valley Tactical, the originator of high-quality, hand-made, multi-faceted tools that are perfect 
for tactical, survival, hunters and outdoor enthusiasts, announces its versatile tool is now available in a new coyote tan 
color. The coyote tan BV-Tac 8 multi-tool combines eight necessary outdoor tools into one, durable, easier-to-carry 
product. 
 
“When you look at all of the basic tools any outdoor enthusiast would carry when heading afield, it can easily take up a 
lot of space,” said Jared Meibos of Bear Valley Tactical. “What we set out to do was combine many of those tools into 
one do-all multi-tool. It works great for campers, hunters, and off-roaders, as well as for survival situations and more. It 
really has endless possibilities.” 
 
The BV-Tac 8 is constructed from S7 tool steel for strength and durability. It is then heat-treated and tempered for even 
more strength, and then coated in Cerakote for a durable, rust, abrasion, and heat resistant finish. The versatility of the 
BV-Tac 8 and the available attachments make it a great choice for hunters, adventurers, and off-road enthusiasts. It 
replaces 8 different tools into one convenient package that’s easy to carry when space is a concern. Instead of needing 
a separate axe to chop firewood, a hammer for spiking down a tent, a set of wrenches for connecting a propane tank to 
a camp stove, or a pry bar to help fix a flat tire on an ATV, you can carry a single tool.  
 
The 100% American-made BV-Tac 8 tool incorporates multiple different-sized, and multi-use wrenches, a hammer, 
axe, pry bar, and gas turnoff into a single tool with a paracord handle that adds additional uses. Additional accessories 
expand the versatility of the tool, with specific applications for outdoorsmen, tactical, fire, rescue and more with shovel, 
and pick attachments. Each BV-Tac 8 is hand-made by skilled craftsmen in the company’s Utah factory.  Learn more 
about Bear Valley Tactical at www.bearvalleytactical.com. 
 
About Bear Valley Tactical 
Bear Valley Tactical, producers of innovative tactical and survival gear, is based in a small town in Southern Utah. The 
company is family owned and operated, and are passionate about providing high-quality, useful products to its 
customers. Bear Valley Tactical products are proudly Made in the USA by hand by skilled craftsmen. The Bear Valley 
Tactical shop not only produces all of the products it sells, but serves to also support the small town economy. Learn 
more about Bear Valley Tactical at www.bearvalleytactical.com.  
 
Editor’s Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com 
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